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Welcome to the Summer 2022 edition
of our newsletter.
This issue, as always contains articles on
a wide variety of topics which I hope will
be of interest to you and your business.
If you have any queries, please
do not hesitate to get in touch and
one of our highly experienced team
at Ronan Enright Solicitors will be happy
to assist you.
Ronan.

Dr. Constantin Gurdgiev

Brent oil ended the trading session on June 8th at $124.15 per barrel, up 3% on the day. WTI was
at $123. On March 8th, Brent was trading at $127.98. But that was three months ago. Three months
of strategic oil reserves releases and shut wells switching back into production, of inflationinduced demand destruction and energy policy reviews. Three months of relatively moderate
and mild weather. Three months of political rhetoric of ‘feeling the people’s pain’ and ‘helping the
families through this hard moment’. Save for the period of high uncertainty about the UkraineRussia war between the start of March and the end of April, Brent prices have been trading on
exactly the same trend line established at the start of December 2021 - the trend line that marks
the run-away inflationary of post-pandemic causes. The trend line that every Central Banker with
a basic high school statistics education can see for themselves, yet every Central Banker has
claimed to be ‘transitory’.
Food prices are raging. Per latest data from the US Department of Agriculture, food-away-fromhome inflation was at 7.2 percent year-on-year in April 2022. Meanwhile, food-at-home (grocery
store and supermarket food purchases) prices are up 10.8 percent over the same period. A
household can reduce their purchases of food away from home, although return to physical office
work environment is making this harder for more households, but there is no escaping inflation at
the grocery stores.
Real wages are falling even as nominal wages are rising – a lose-lose scenario for households and
employers. The problem is so acute, surveys of employees are showing concerns with real wages
outstripping concerns with availability of jobs. Put differently, real wages deflation (driven by
massive goods and services inflation) is threatening the reversal of the fragile gains in labor force
participation and employment to population ratio. The same is holding up in the UK, Australia and
Japan. Indications from industrial relations pressures building up in Europe, especially amongst
the powerful public sector trade unions, are strongly indicating the problem of falling real wages
is also present in the EU.
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HEADLINE NUMBERS
At this stage, were the Central Bankers living in the world
of, say, orchestra conductors, they would have been
put out into early retirement, set for the life of teaching
elementary school music classes. Going “Do-re-mi-faso-la-ti-do, kids” all day long surrounded by the breeze
blocks-gray walls of a classroom.

Central Banks are still pushing for more money printing;
and France and Germany are stuck like two deer in the
headlights of reality.

Euro area’s latest inflation print was at 8.1 percent in May
0.7 percentage points up on April, UK inflation was at 9
percent in April against 7 percent in March. The ECB heads
are still talking about ‘transitory’ or ‘temporary’ hardship,
although smarter and more clear-headed technocrats
are now advising that European consumers should
be prepared to face higher prices for years to come.
The dissonance isn’t new. As always in Europe, newer
members and Nordic economies are all in favor of virtuesignaling their monetary stoicism; Southern European

US inflation is at 8.3 percent (April), down on 8.5 percent
prior (March), but the two numbers are not statistically
different from each other when one recognizes the
seasonality effects. All that ‘no gain’ comes in return
for already substantial pain being imposed by the Fed
onto the consumers. Two rate hikes rounds are in place,
housing markets are literally frozen in terms of new
activity, mortgages applications are falling rapidly, asset
prices are in a cardiac arrest and domestic demand and
consumer confidence in a free-fall.

Across the common currency area, consumer demand
and consumer confidence are in free-fall. (CAHRT 1)

CHART 1: Consumer Opinion Surveys: Confidence Indicators: Composite Indicators: OECD Indicator
for the United States and the Euro Area
Source: Federal Reserve FRED database
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Australia and New Zealand are posting higher rates
with each new data print. As do Canada and Mexico.
Even Japan - the land of economic growth purgatory for
the last three decades is running inflation at 2.5 percent.
In May, Bank of Japan governor Haruhiko Kuroda
was forced to apologize for his earlier statement that
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Japanese consumers had become “tolerant” of price
rises. The Yen, trading at 20 years’ low against the US
dollar has pushed prices of imported necessities, read:
food, to the point of breaking families just in time for
legislative elections scheduled for July. Japan is a society
of polite Central Bankers. They apologize in Japan.
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EURO AREA INFLATION: IMBEDDED
Meanwhile, as mentioned earlier, there is a sitcom-quality
bickering over interest rates policy going on in Frankfurt.

actual bill to be paid says you are paying more. If you have
no choice but to purchase a car, that quality adjustment to
price is not exactly comforting.

April disastrous inflation print of 7.4 percent was outdone
by an 8.1 percent rise in prices recorded in May. These are
official stats.

What does this leave us with when it comes to the inflation
numbers?

As in all other advanced economies, they are imperfect
measures of the true burden of prices. For a number of
socially important reasons. One: inflation rates ignore
base effects. In other words, they simply reflect price
increases off the prior base levels. If the base prices were
affordable to consumers, inflation is more bearable than
when price levels were putting basic goods and services
beyond consumer affordability even before inflation
kicked in. In terms of affordability, Euro area economies
are starting from a much poorer base price levels than,
say, the US, Canada or Australia. Two: official inflation
figures apply to goods that are easily traded down the
price curve (substitutable for cheaper goods purchases)
and those that are not. Which means that some inflation
can be avoided by switching to cheaper substitutes. Some
price increases, however, cannot be avoided and are felt
in full. Arguably, from historical and socio-economic
perspectives, European consumers are facing more of
the latter type inflation than their US counterparts. Three:
official inflation figures reflect an often-false imputations
of quality adjustments. Official inflation figures allow for
adjusting for improvements in the quality of goods and
services being provided. You do get to buy a better car
today than 10 years ago. But you pay more for it. Inflation
figures adjusted for quality say you are paying less. Your

Let’s set the baseline at 100 for the end of 2015 - the
end of the first year of official recovery from the Euro
area sovereign debt crisis. By the end of 2019, the official
index of inflation (the HICP index) rose to 105.43, implying
cumulated inflation over 2016-2019 period of just 5.43
percent. At the end of 2021, official measure of the cost of
living in the Euro area was up 10.37 percentage points on
the end of 2015. Literally, half of all inflation over the last
6 years took place in one year, the last one. At the end of
April 2022, the prices of representative basket of goods
and services in the Euro area were up 15.11 percentage
points on 2015. One third of this cumulated increase took
place over the full 12 months of 2021 and one third over
the first four months of 2022.
Chart 2 below shows that consumer price index (CPI) has
vastly outstripped EU’s official measure of inflation, HICP
in 2021-2022. The big difference between two indices is
that HICP basically excludes housing costs inflation and
some other, pretty important items of consumption, e.g.
mortgage interest, building materials, motor taxes and
insurance, and house insurance (contents and dwelling).
( ht t ps://w w w.c so.ie/en/me dia/c soie/method s/
consumerpriceindex/comparecpiandhicp16.pdf)
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CHART 2: Consumer Inflation, Euro Area indices 2015 = 100
Source: Data from the Federal Reserve FRED database, calculations by the author
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This high inflation environment is now at a risk of being,
what economists term, “fully embedded”. This is a major
concern for the ECB. Inflation becomes embedded when
price rises in the primary inputs into production (energy
and food) translate into higher inflationary pressure in
wages and finished consumer goods and services. Or,
put differently, when inflation pressures start being felt
across a broader range of goods and services.
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uneasy when it comes to assessing future prospects
for the region economies. The same helps explain why
extremist parties continue to make and keep gains in
European elections. In Germany, based on the Edelman
Trust Barometer 2022 results, trust in democracy fell
from 53 percent in 2021 to 46 percent in 2022. In the
Netherlands it went down from 67 percent to 56 percent;
in Italy and Ireland trust in democratic systems remained,
statistically, unchanged despite improved pandemic
outlook. In the EU as a whole, “Government was the
most trusted institution as recently as the May 2020 ...
when the world sought leadership capable of tackling a
global pandemic. Now, after the confused and bungled
response, government is viewed as less competent than
business by 53 points and less competent than NGOs by
44 points. People still want government to take on the
big challenges, but less than 4 in 10 say government
can execute and get results. In a critical litmus test,
respondents in developed democracies believe they
will be worse off financially in five years.” (https://www.
edelman.be/research/Edelman-trust-barometer-2022)
In France, Le Pen’s National Assembly has lost the latest
Presidential contest earlier this year, but it recorded yet
another increase in its share of the vote.

The evidence that this is, indeed, happening in the
Euro area economy is overwhelming. Core inflation - a
measure that excludes energy, food, alcohol and tobacco
has risen from 3.5 percent to 3.8 percent between April
and May. It is expected to peak at around 3.9-4.0 percent
this summer. The headline inflation - including all these
items - is forecast to peak at 9.3-9.5 percent in SeptemberNovember, assuming a relatively mild Summer and Fall
weather, and a de-acceleration of the conflict between
Russian and Ukraine. And, crucially, assuming that
primary inflation is not getting fully transmitted into
broader inflation.
You get the point: rapid acceleration in inflation helps
explain why European consumers are extremely
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MONETARY POLICY CHAOS
down price increases.

So the cost of living surges are broadening and
exacerbating the already poor trends in socio-economic
developments in Europe.

As ECB is heading into its June 9 meeting, Italy, Spain,
France and Germany are seeing their 10-year Government
bond yields reaching back to the levels where they were
at the end of 2018 and the start of 2019. Back in the preCovid19 world, these levels of bond yields triggered the
ECB to cut intents rate in September 2019, sending the
rates down for the first time since 2016. Frankfurt also
re-started its quantitative easing program of bonds
purchases that was shut down since 2018. Officially, the
2019 call was predicated on the signs of slower economic
growth within the Euro area. But in reality, the drivers
for policy change then were the same as those we are
witnessing today: government bond yields spiking and
consumer demand/confidence falling. There was, of
course, one exception between 2019 and today - inflation
pressures this time around are much more severe than
they were at any time near and around 2019.

Enter monetary policy chaos next. Not only inflation has
been accelerating, but inflation is also broadening in the
Euro area - covering more and more segments of goods
and services that households are relying upon. Until April
data print came in at the end of May, ECB effectively preannounced its intent to hike rates gradually and slowly,
starting with 25 basis points (bps) hikes in July and
September. At their June meeting, the ECB rate setters
stuck to 25 basis point rise pre-announced for July, but
signaled that September rate hike might be of higher
magnitude.
Since then, however, there is a renewed momentum to
push through 50 bps hikes on both occasions. Heads
of Central Banks in Austria, Latvia, Slovakia and the
Netherlands are leading the charge of the inflation hawks.
Central Banks of Spain and Italy are fighting to keep rates
lower and rates hikes less aggressive.

Which means that today, the ECB is in a much harder
policy space than it was 32 months ago and in a harder
place, yet, than the US Fed. Unlike the Fed, the ECB has
not hiked the rates, yet. Arguably, the ECB is facing a
much more dramatic uplift in inflation expectations going
forward, while it also manages a rates policy for more
heterogeneous local economies. Like the Fed, the ECB is
trying to balance the risks poised by high inflation against
the backdrop of slower economic growth. All of which
increases the likelihood of the Central Bank-driven policy
errors and the risk of a sharp and painful recession in
Europe.

The main policy rate - the ECB’s deposit rate - currently
sits at a negative 50 bps or -0.5 percent. In contrast the
US Federal Reserve’s Federal Funds Rate is now within
the range of 0.75 to 1 percent and is expected to head to
1.75 - 2 percent within the next two rate changes cycles.
The more hawkish Central Banks’ chiefs are arguing
that the Euro area inflation is not only embedded, but is
also anchored, or baked into markets’ and consumers’
expectations. This implies that both consumers and
investors are starting to doubt ECB’s resolve to bring

One way or the other, this is going to be a rough ride over
the next 12-24 months for the Euro area. Buckle up.

Prof. Constantin Gurdgiev is the Associate Professor of Finance
with Middlebury Institute of International Studies (California, USA)
and an Adjunct Professor of Finance with Trinity College Dublin
(Ireland). His research is concentrated in the fields of investment,
geopolitical and macroeconomic risk and uncertainty analysis.
Prof. Gurdgiev serves an adviser with a number of fintech start ups,
and a co-Founder and Chairman of the Board of the Irish Mortgage
Holders Organisation, and a co-Founder of iCare Housing Solutions,
two non-profit organizations working with the issues of financial
empowerment.
In the past, Prof. Gurdgiev served as the Head of Macroeconomics
with the Institute for Business Value, IBM, the Director of Research
with NCB Stockbrokers, Ltd, and the Editor and Director of the
Business & Finance magazine.
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Here some thoughts on how you can achieve change
through small and simple habits
1. Find something to laugh at:

5. Just do it:

Watch a comedy, attend live stand-up comedy or spend
time with a friend that really makes you laugh. There’s
nothing like a good belly laugh to relax you and make the
day seem so much better.

when there is something that you really have to do, don’t
procrastinate. Get it done now. Whether it’s a simple
household chore, an important meeting or making a
difficult call. Get it over with, you’ll be so much happier
when you have.

2. Find some time to meditate:

6. If you don’t have the energy to
do it well then do it poorly:

There’s a reason why millions of people spend time
each day on meditation. It really helps to prepare for
the day. If you’ve ever meditated for several months and
then stopped, you’ll know how effective meditation is in
reducing stress.

sometimes it’s better to do things poorly than not at all. If
you can’t find the energy to take a run then take a walk.
Step outside and enjoy the fresh air, if taking a cycle feels
like too much effort. There are times when you’ll achieve
more through compromise than by putting things off until
you find the strength to do things properly.

3. Read for at least five
minutes a day:

7. Set an exciting goal:

There’s a reason why millions of people spend time
each day on meditation. It really helps to prepare for
the day. If you’ve ever meditated for several months and
then stopped, you’ll know how effective meditation is in
reducing stress.

we all need goals. Make sure that when you set yours, it’s
meaningful and ambitious. Picture it clearly so that you
can actually see the outcome. Describe your goal so that
it grows a life. If it’s an amount of money, set the value.
If it’s building your dream home make it real with all the
details. Create the dreams that inspire you and you’ll be
motivated to follow them.

4. Learn to say “no”:
don’t do anything that you really don’t want to do. Learn
to say no to friends and family and take responsibility for
your own life. You decide how you spend your time and
you’ll reap the benefits for life.

8. Look forward to the journey –
once you have formulated your dream, set it up on board
in a prominent place in your home. Look at it every day
and then forget about the dream and start planning the
route to the end goal. Plan a journey to the goal that
makes the end goal inconsequential. If you’re inspired to
make the journey, you’ll achieve the goal without even
thinking about it.
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Change a habit to change your life. Get up early and achieve
your goals. Here’s how you can make things happen in your life
by starting your day early.
If you have goals and ambitions and you know that your life
could be better, it’s time to start getting up early so you can get
more into your day. Rising early isn’t painless. It’s much easier
to lie in bed and snooze for a while but who said life was easy.
If you’re looking for a meaningful life filled with success,
happiness and health, then you need to start waking up earlier.
You can fulfil your life’s dreams if you rise up to the challenge
and do the necessary work.
Here are the steps that you need to take to help you to get up
early each day and fill it with adventure.
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Understand why you’re doing this
Unless you have a set of goals and ambitions, you’ll lack
the motivation needed to keep waking up early. You
must know where you’re heading and what changes
you hope to make in your life. You need a purpose and
a mission.
If you don’t already have a goal, it’s time to start thinking
about them. You must have dreams and ambitions. You
must know what you would like your life to look like in
the future. If you’re looking for success or wealth, how
do you plan to get there?

Once you have a clearly articulated a goal, you can start
to draw the roadmap to your destination.
When you wake up in the cold and dark of the early
morning, you need a reason to leave the warmth of your
bed and that reason must have more allure than your
comfortable bed. Your purpose must be clear enough
for you to see.
You need to understand that you’re on a mission to
change your life and that the pain that goes with that
change is well worth it.

Get ready
Make life easier in the morning by preparing before you
go to bed
• Choose your morning outfit and set it out
• Have your hot beverage prepped so that in the
morning, you just add boiling water
• Be prepared for whatever your morning task is –
running shoes on the ready, work books out…..
Make it easy to jump out of bed and start the business
of the day.
Plan your morning routine before you climb into bed
at night. Write notes detailing exactly what your plan
of action is for the morning. Leave no decisions for the
morning. You want to be able to jump out of bed and get
straight to it without thinking.

Go to bed eight hours before you plan to wakev
You need eight hours of sleep so if you plan to rise
earlier, you’ll have to plan an earlier bedtime.

body to get used to the new timetable:

Unless you schedule eight hours of sleep, you will doom
your plan to failure. So, work out your new bedtime and
stick to it. If you’re not getting enough sleep every night,
the lack of sleep will catch up with you. You will find it
difficult to function and you’ll miss the whole point of
rising early.

• Avoid screen time after dark

• Drink no coffee for at least ten hours before bedtime
• Try meditating, reading, praying or stretching
It isn’t easy to get up really early that’s why hardly
anyone does it. Still, if you want to reach the top of your
game and become healthy and successful, waking up
early is the path to fulfilment. So, change your routines
and prepare for success. Go out there and reach for
your dreams.

At the beginning, your body will probably need some
assistance before you become accustomed to your new
routine. Here are some suggestions on how to help your
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Remember the good old days when you were
carefree and filled with hope and inspiration?
Too quickly we forget the rush of adrenalin on
the roller coaster ride, the pride of graduation,
and the warmth of friends and family past.
There are lessons to be learnt from the past so
it’s worth taking the time to enjoy the nostalgia
of stepping back into your younger life. You’ll
have so much fun and you can find happy
memories in so many places. You just have to
know where to look.
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GO THROUGH THOSE
BABY ALBUMS

REMEMBER OLD FRIENDS
Pull out that bag of letters and cards that you haven’t
looked at for years. In many ways, we lost a special part
of life as we entered the digital age. The old habits of pen
and paper are dying a natural death.
Still, if you have the letters, notes and cards received
along life’s milestones, take the time to through them.
They’re great reminders of bygone days. You’re bound
to come across wishes from people who have come
and gone but who played an important part in your life –
people who have passed and those who have moved on
to greener pastures.
Remembering old friends will help you to realize the
fragility of life and appreciate it so much more.

There’s nothing quite like looking at baby photos to bring
a smile to your face. The fun and innocence of early
childhood shine through even as you may cringe at the
drool and food covered smiles.
A shared look at childhood and baby photos can break
down barriers and help people to understand one another
and their backgrounds. Try spending an afternoon going
through an album with your significant other. You may be
surprised at how much you learn about one another.
Pictures tell stories. Baby pictures are no different and
they have the power to bring back beautiful memories
often of people long gone.

PHONE A
LONG-LOST FRIEND

READ A
CHILDREN’S BOOK

Your walk down memory lane may leave you with the
urge to reach out and speak to some of the people who
once played an active part in your life. Give an old friend
a call. So often we lose contact because we are so busy
keeping up with our day-to-day responsibilities that we
forget the important things in life.
When you reach out to an old friend, you may
rekindle your relationship and find some of the fun
you shared before.

The best stories are to be found in children’s books.
They’re simple and they often have a moral or life lesson
to teach. These books contain beautiful, eloquent and
simple texts that will blow you away.
Often, we forget the messages of our childhood as we
rush headlong through life at pace. Spend some time
paging through children’s books and remember the basic
stories that make us human.

ACKNOWLEDGE YOUR
SUCCESSES

WATCH AN
ANIMATED MOVIE

Page through your awards and certificates. Acknowledge
your achievements. They were hard-earned. Why forget
the effort that went into winning that trophy, passing
an exam, graduating from college. Remember the
exhilaration those awards brought. It will motivate you to
strive for bigger things in life.

Cartoons and animated films are so much fun. Just like
children’s books, they bring magic to life and teach us
life’s lessons. These movies are made so that children
can learn the moral aspects of life. Adults can also
benefit from reminders of simple moral principles. From
a movie like Encanto, we learn the beauty of our inner
superpowers. Watch Soul and realize that we shouldn’t
become too immersed in grand pastimes.

ENJOY A MEMORABLE MEAL
Food has a way of bringing back memories of happy
times. It is, after all, human nature to celebrate around
the dining table. Prepare a meal featuring your favourite
childhood dishes and enjoy it with a chosen few.
The aromas and ambience of the meal and good company
should bring back memories of past people and events.

Whether you learn something or not, the sheer joy of
watching a beautifully crafted animated movie will have
you going back for more.

PAGE THROUGH
OLD NOTEBOOKS

APPRECIATE THE
NOSTALGIA

If you’ve hung onto your old scribblings and notebooks,
it’s good fun to go through them again. Look through
old school notebooks and take a walk down memory
lane. You’ll be surprised at the memories your old
essays can stir up.

Life moves on and we often get caught on the hamster’s
wheel of the everyday. It helps to look back and remember
pivotal moments and the people that were there to enjoy
them with us. It is these moments that encourage us to
strive harder and reach for happiness.

Just seeing the world from the perspective of your
younger self can be quite an eye-opener. It may surprise
you just how well you communicated your thoughts and
dreams at a younger age. Take a peek at a younger you as
you page through your old schoolbooks and scribblings.

Don’t forget your past. Take time out every few months
to embrace nostalgia and the sense of appreciation that
it creates. Remember the people and places that sculpted
your present self.
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FREE YOUR INNER CHILD

early isn’t painless. It’s much easier to lie in bed
and snooze for a while but who said life was easy.
If you’re looking for a meaningful life filled with
success, happiness and health, then you need to
start waking up earlier.
You can fulfil your life’s dreams if you rise up
to the challenge and do the necessary work.
Here are the steps that you need to take to help you
to get up early each day and fill it with adventure.

Change a habit to change your life. Get up early
and achieve your goals. Here’s how you can
make things happen in your life by starting your
day early.
If you have goals and ambitions and you know that
your life could be better, it’s time to start getting
up early so you can get more into your day. Rising

FINDING YOUR POTENTIAL

THE INNER CHILD DOESN’T
SIGNAL IMMATURITY

Though cynics may disagree, the inner child is an
important basis for understanding your own potential.
When you have a mortgage to pay and a family to fend for,
the thought of taking time off to explore your inner child
and let your hair down might seem ridiculous.

Isn’t it better to view life from the perspective of a child,
seeing possibilities with open optimism rather than to
look at the world through the serious lens of an adult
afflicted by daily gloom?

Still, ignore your playful self for long enough, and you’ll
forget who you are. You may even see this as a normal
part of growing up. Why should you forget how to treat
yourself and find the child you once were? You don’t have
to stifle the young spirit within, and allow it to age along
with your body.

If your inner voice whispers that it’s time to take a chance.
Eject your pessimistic outlook. It’s time to pay attention.
Perhaps you’d rather not see life as a playground.
Perhaps the thought of harbouring and inner child sounds
immature. Give that optimistic soul whatever name you
choose. If you continue to ignore that little inner voice, you
will benefit more than most when you listen.

Instead, as you grow older, you should nourish the
inner child with personal control and creative insight, all
acquired as part of living life to the full.

Your life experiences shouldn’t change the core of who
you are, unless you choose to use your encounters to
view the world from a different perspective.

Maturity is a gift. It only feels more like an affliction
because we allow the hardships of daily life to weigh us
down rather than using life’s lessons as a tool.

These experiences should build your psyche so that you
have the power to create a new life. Don’t treat them
as a reason for acting like a serious adult with solemn
things to do. Don’t let them cast a shadow across your
need for joy and wonder. If you take this route, you’ll age
both physically and spiritually. That’s not the path you
want to follow.

If we understood aging better as youngsters, perhaps
we would do a better job of using the lessons we learn
along the way. Perhaps we could build a skills toolbox
that would allow us to develop and play rather than to rob
us of the innocence in our deepest core.
Of course, we all want to enjoy the good life. Still,
hardships also teach us lessons that can help us to
develop the toolbox. The accumulation of both good
and bad experiences should grant the inner child more
effective tools with which to play.

Don’t hide your inner child beneath the robes of social
convention. Don’t take yourself so seriously. Grow that
child. Use your day-to-day experiences, good and bad, to
fortify your childlike spirit and enjoy life.
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AIB AND BANK OF IRELAND REPORT RECORD
RATES OF ACCOUNT OPENING

The market average fixed rate has been static at around 2.6 per
cent in recent months.
With the cost to banks raising money on the markets rising, a
more generalised rise in the price of new fixed rate loan offers
is likely over the coming months. In some areas of the market
competition may slow the rate of increase, especially as mortgage
rates here are already above elsewhere in the EU. But banks are
likely to revise their fixed rate offers over the summer, with money
market rates now heading relentlessly higher.

Switching to Permanent TSB from KBC and Ulster Bank also rises
sharply as industry expects further pressures in months ahead.
A record number of new accounts were opened with AIB in the
final week of May as customers of departing banks Ulster Bank
and KBC Bank looked for alternative arrangements.
The bank said there was a 122 per cent increase in account
openings in the week to May 29th as 11,000 customers opened
current and deposit accounts with the bank, a record for AIB. That
compared with last year’s average of 5,000 a week.

This will hit new borrowers and also those looking to refinance
existing loans, including those coming off existing fixed rates.
The typical fixed rate is now 2.6 per cent and on current market
forecasts it could go to above 3 per cent in the months ahead and
perhaps be 3.2 per cent by the turn of the year.

Account openings have increased by 61 per cent in the year to date,
the bank said, with a total of 160,000 opened so far this year.

That could increase repayments by around €90-€100 a month on
new loans of around €250,000 compared to current rates.

Bank of Ireland and Permanent TSB also reported a surge in
account openings, with Bank of Ireland saying its current account
applications had reached “unprecedented” volumes, increasing by
almost 120 per cent in the week ending May 22nd compared with
the same week in 2021. Permanent TSB reported a “sharp” 176 per
cent increase in current and deposit account openings compared
with this time last year.

FINANCIAL ADVISERS BELIEVE DEADLINE
FOR AUTO-ENROLMENT PENSIONS PLAN
WILL NOT BE MET

More than a million KBC and Ulster Bank current and deposit
account holders will need to find new account providers within the
next year, with 470,000 current accounts due to switch as the two
banks leave the Republic.

The Government scheme is for workers who do not have any
private retirement income cover.
Financial advisers believe the Government will fail to meet its
latest deadline to introduce an auto-enrolment pensions scheme
for workers who do not have any private retirement income cover.

KBC Bank Ireland is set to give customers up to six months to
close their current accounts following the receipt of an account
closure notification letter, which it will begin issuing this month.
It originally set a timeline of 90 days. Ulster Bank began issuing
closure notifications with a six-month notice period in April.
The European Central Bank now looks almost certain to start
increasing its official interest rates in July.

Less than two months after Minister for Social Protection Heather
Humphreys announced that up to 750,000 people would be
automatically signed up from January 2024 for a scheme that
would see them contribute to a private pension, more than threequarters of advisers in the industry have indicated the Government
will not have enough time over the next 18 months to go live with
the new regime.

So how will this affect mortgage rates and which borrowers will
be hit first in what is a fragmented market with a whole range of
different products.

And a quarter of them say the radical reform of Government
pensions policy, designed to ensure every worker has reasonable
financial resources in retirement might never happen at all.

And are there options open to borrowers to protect themselves, at
least to some extent.

«Despite the fact that last month the final design principles for
the automatic enrolment retirement savings system for Ireland
were announced, much of the industry appears unconvinced that
auto-enrolment will be operational any time soon,» said Glenn
Gaughran, head of business development at Independent Trustee
Company (ITC), which conducted the survey.

Which mortgage borrowers will be hit first by interest rate hikes hit.

The increase in interest rates on the money market will knock on
to increases in rates on new fixed rate loans, by far the favoured
product for new borrowers these days.
ICS and Avant have already announced some small increases
in their fixed rate products – Avant increased its five-, sevenand 10-year rates last week though it left shorter term fixed
rates untouched and surprisingly cut rates on fixed rate loans
of 20 years plus.

“In fact, almost one in every four financial advisers we asked
said that it would be 2026 before it was available to workers – or
perhaps never at all.
ITC interviewed 100 financial advisers for its survey.
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Ronan Enright qualified as a solicitor
in 2007. He received a Bachelor of
Commerce degree from University
College Cork and later went on to receive
a Diploma in Commercial Litigation, and
Diploma in Commercial Property and
a Diploma in Employment Law from
the Law Society of Ireland. He volunteers
as a Mentor to start up companies on
various accelerator programmes. Ronan
is also a Practitioner of the Institute of
Banking.
Ronan practices extensively in both
plaintiff and defence litigation. He
advises clients in relation to personal
injury, general litigation and commercial
litigation, and acts on behalf of private
clients, insurance companies and self
insured bodies. He also advises clients
in relation to debt collection, employment
law issues, social welfare investigations
and disputes, tax investigations and
disputes, road traffic matters, residential
conveyancing, commercial property,
wills, probate, and estate planning.
Having worked for over ten years as an
associate in a general practice in Cork,
Ronan formed Ronan Enright Solicitors
in 2017.
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RANGE OF SERVICES
LITIGATION AND
DISPUTE RESOLUTION

EMPLOYMENT
LAW

COMMERCIAL
LAW

• Medical Negligence
• Road Traffic Accidents
• Occupiers’ Liability
• Public Liability
• Product Liability
• Employers’ Liability
• Company Law & Shareholder Disputes
• Contract Disputes
• Defamation
• Environmental Law
• Nuisance
• Health & Safety Legislation
• Professional Negligence
• Conciliation
• Insurance law
• Arbitration
• Insurance defence litigation
• Mediation
• Injuries Board Applications

• Unfair Dismissal
• Workplace Discrimination
• Drafting
of Employee Handbooks
• Drafting of Employee Contracts
• Bullying and Harassment Issues
• Equality Issues
• Redundancy
• Representation at the Workplace
Relations Commission

• Buying and Selling
a Business
• Taxation Issues
• Debt Collection
• Enforcement
of Judgements
• Shareholders
agreements

WILLS AND ESTATE
PLANNING
• Will Drafting
• Periodic Will Review
• Estate Planning
• Tax implications
• Advise beneficiaries and family members

FAMILY LAW
• Separation and Divorce
• Custody, Access
and Guardianship Issues
• Advise relating to barring
orders and safety issues
• Maintenance Payments

PROPERTY
• Buying
• Selling
• Commercial
• Residential
• Planning
• Environmental
• Landlord & tenant

32 South Bank,
Crosses Green,
Cork, Ireland.

LICENSING LAW
• Ad Interim Transfers
• Confirmation
of Transfers
• Renewal of Licences
• Dance licences
• Occassional Licences
• Restaurant Licences
• Music
and Singing Licences
• Special and General
Exemption Orders
• Applications for New/
replacement Licenses
• Declaratory Orders

021 2355443
www.ronanenright.com
info@ronanenright.com
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